Item-based models are among the most popular collaborative filtering approaches for building recommender systems. Random walks can provide a powerful tool for harvesting the rich network of interactions captured within these models. They can exploit indirect relations between the items, mitigate the effects of sparsity, ensure wider itemspace coverage, as well as increase the diversity of recommendation lists. Their potential however, can be hindered by the tendency of the walks to rapidly concentrate towards the central nodes of the graph, thereby significantly restricting the range of K-step distributions that can be exploited for personalized recommendations. In this work we introduce RecWalk; a novel random walk-based method that leverages the spectral properties of nearly uncoupled Markov chains to provably lift this limitation and prolong the influence of users' past preferences on the successive steps of the walk-allowing the walker to explore the underlying network more fruitfully. A comprehensive set of experiments on real-world datasets verify the theoretically predicted properties of the proposed approach and indicate that they are directly linked to significant improvements in top-n recommendation accuracy. They also highlight RecWalk's potential in providing a framework for boosting the performance of item-based models. RecWalk achieves state-of-the-art top-n recommendation quality outperforming several competing approaches, including recently proposed methods that rely on deep neural networks.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems are information filtering tools that aim to help users navigate through an ocean of available options and support their decision making process regarding what items to buy, what movies to watch, what articles to read etc. Over the past decade they have become an indispensable component of most e-commerce applications as well as content delivery platforms. Top-n recommendation algorithms are a crucial component of most recommender systems. They provide ranked lists of items tailored to the particular tastes of the users, as depicted by their past interactions within the system.
Item-based methods are among the most popular approaches for top-n recommendation [40, 41, 48] . Such methods work by building a model that captures the relations between the items, which is then used to recommend new items that are "close" to the ones each user has consumed in the past. Item-based models have been shown to achieve high top-n recommendation accuracy [41, 48] while being scalable and easy to interpret [40] . The fact, however, that they typically consider only direct inter-to-item relations can impose fundamental limitations to their quality and make them brittle to the presence of sparsity-leading to poor itemspace coverage and significant decay in performance [1] . Random-walk-based methods are particularly well-suited for alleviating such problems. Having the innate ability to relate items that are not directly connected by propagating information along the edges of the underlying item-to-item graph, random walk methods are more robust to the effects of sparsity and they can afford better coverage of the itemspace. However, their effectiveness in terms of top-n recommendation can be limited by the tendency of the walks to concentrate probability mass towards the central nodes of the graph-thus disproportionately boosting the recommendation scores of popular items in the system. This means that in order to produce high quality recommendations, traditional random-walk-based techniques are restricted to exploit just the first few steps of the walk that are still influenced by the personalized starting distribution. This is in accordance to the mathematical properties of random walks and it has also been empirically verified that when applied to real-world networks, short-length random walks typically work best [5, 6, 10] .
In this work 1 we introduce RecWalk; a novel framework for top-n recommendations that aims to combine the potential of item-based models to discern meaningful relations between the items, with the inherent ability of random walks to diffuse these relations across the itemspace and exploit the rich network of interactions they shape. RecWalk produces recommendations based on a random walk with node-dependent restarts designed to prolong the influence of the personalized initialization on the successive K-step landing probabilities of the walk-thereby eliminating the need of ending the walks early. Intuitively, this gives the walker "more time" to harvest the information captured within the item model before succumbing to the "pull" of central nodes. The proposed random walk construction leverages the spectral properties of nearly uncoupled Markov chains [7] in order to enforce a time-scale dissociation of the stochastic dynamics of the walk towards equilibrium-thus increasing the number of successive landing probabilities that carry personalized information useful for top-n recommendation. The properties of our model are backed by rigorous theoretical analysis of the mixing characteristics of the walk which we empirically verify that are indeed intertwined with top-n recommendation accuracy. A comprehensive set of experiments on real-world datasets showcase the potential of the proposed methodology in providing a framework for boosting the performance of item models. RecWalk achieves high recommendation quality outperforming state-of-the-art competing approaches, including recently proposed methods relying on deep neural networks.
Open source implementation of the method is available at: https://github.com/nikolakopoulos/RecWalk 2 NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Notation
Vectors are denoted by bold lower-case letters and they are assumed to be column vectors (e.g., v).
Matrices are represented by bold upper-case letters (e.g., Q). The j-th column and the i-th row of matrix Q are denoted q j and q T i , respectively. The ij-th element of matrix Q is denoted as Q i j or [Q] i j when such choice leads to clearer presentation. We use diag(Q) to refer to the matrix that has the same diagonal with matrix Q and zeros elsewhere, and Diag(v) to denote the matrix having vector v on its diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. We use a boldface 1 to denote a vector all the elements of which are equal to 1 (when we need to specify the dimension of such vector, we do so with a subscript, e.g., 1 n ). Furthermore, we use ∥·∥ to denote a norm that-unless stated otherwise-is assumed to be the Euclidean. Sets are denoted with calligraphic upper-case letters (e.g., U, V). Finally, symbol ≜ is used in definition statements.
Definitions
Let U = {1, . . . , U } be a set of users and I = {1, . . . , I } a set of items. Let R ∈ R U ×I be the user-item interaction matrix; i.e., the matrix whose ui-th element is 1 if user u has interacted with item i, and 0 otherwise. Each user u ∈ U is modeled by a vector r T u ∈ R I which coincides with the corresponding row of the user-item interaction matrix R; similarly, each item i ∈ I will be modeled by a vector r i ∈ R U which coincides with the corresponding column of matrix R. The rows and columns of R are assumed to be non-zero; i.e., every user has interacted with at least one item, and for every item there exists at least one user who has interacted with it. Finally, we use the term item model to refer to a matrix W ∈ R I ×I the ij-th element of which gives a measure of proximity or similarity between items i and j.
RANDOM WALKS AND ITEM MODELS
The fundamental premise of the present work is that combining random walks and item models allows for more effective utilization of the information captured in the item model; considering direct as well as transitive relations between the items, and also alleviating sparsity related problems. However, directly applying random walks on item models can lead to a number of problems that arise from their inherent mathematical properties and the way these properties relate to the underlying top-n recommendation task.
Imagine of a random walker "jumping" from node to node on an item-to-item graph with transition probabilities proportional to the inter-item proximity scores depicted by an item model. If the starting distribution of this walker reflects the items consumed by a particular user u in the past, the probability the walker "lands" on different nodes after K steps provide an intuitive measure of proximity that can be used to rank the nodes and recommend items to user u accordingly.
Specifically, if W denotes the item model and
the transition probability matrix of the walk, personalized recommendations for each user u can be produced e.g., by utilizing the K-step landing probability distributions of a walk rooted on the items consumed by u:
or by computing the stationary distribution of a random walk with restarts on S, using ϕ T u as the restarting distribution. The latter approach is the well-known personalized PageRank model [44] with teleportation vector ϕ T u and damping factor p, and its stationary distribution can be expressed [26] as
Clearly, both schemes harvest the information captured in the K-step landing probabilities
In the former case, the recommendations are produced by using a fixed K; in the latter case they are computed as a weighted sum of all landing probabilities, with the k-step's contribution weighted by (1 − p)p k . But, how do these landing probabilities change as the number of steps K increases? For how long will they still be significantly influenced by user's prior history as depicted in ϕ T u ? When S is irreducible and aperiodic-which is typically the case in practice-the landing probabilities will converge to a unique limiting distribution irrespectively of the initialization of the walk [14] . This means that for large enough K, the K-step landing probabilities will no longer be "personalized" in the sense that they will become independent of the user-specific starting vector ϕ T u . Furthermore, long before reaching equilibrium, the usefulness of these vectors in terms of recommendation will start to decay as more and more probability mass gets concentrated to the central nodes of the graph-thereby restricting the number of landing probability distributions that are helpful for personalized recommendation. This imposes a fundamental limitation to the ability of the walk to properly exploit the information encoded in the item model.
Motivated by this, here we propose RecWalk; a novel random-walk model designed to give control over the stochastic dynamics of the walk towards equilibrium; provably, and irrespectively of the dataset or the specific item model onto which it is applied. In RecWalk the item model is incorporated as a direct item-to-item transition component of a walk on the user-item bipartite network. This component is followed by the random walker with a fixed probability determined by a model parameter that controls the spectral characteristics of the underlying walk. This allows for effective exploration of the item model while the influence of the personalized initialization on the successive landing probability distributions remains strong. Incorporating the item model in a walk on the user-item graph (instead of the item graph alone) is crucial in providing control over the mixing properties; and as we will see in the experimental section of this work such mixing properties are intimately linked to improved top-n recommendation accuracy.
PROPOSED METHOD

The RecWalk Stochastic Process
We define G ≜ ({U, I}, E) to be the user-item bipartite network; i.e., the network with adjacency matrix A G ∈ R (U +I )×(U +I ) given by
Consider a random walker jumping from node to node on G. Suppose the walker currently occupies a node c ∈ U ∪ I. In order to determine the next step transition the walker tosses a biased coin that yields heads with probability α and tails with probability (1 − α):
(1) If the coin-toss yields heads, then: (a) if c ∈ U, the walker jumps to one of the items rated by the user corresponding to node c uniformly at random; (b) if c ∈ I, the walker jumps to one of the users that have rated the current item uniformly at random; (2) If the coin-toss yields tails, then:
(a) if c ∈ U, the walker stays put; (b) if c ∈ I, the walker jumps to a related item abiding by an item-to-item transition probability matrix (to be explicitly defined in the following section). The stochastic process that describes this random walk is defined to be a homogeneous discrete time Markov chain with state space U ∪ I; i.e., the transition probabilities from any given node c to the other nodes, are fixed and independent of the nodes visited by the random walker before reaching c.
The Transition Probability Matrix
The transition probability matrix P that governs the behavior of our random walker can be usefully expressed as a weighted sum of two stochastic matrices H and M as
where 0 < α < 1, is a parameter that controls the involvement of these two components in the final model. Matrix H can be thought of as the transition probability matrix of a simple random walk on the user-item bipartite network. Since every row and column of matrix R are non zero, matrix H is well-defined and it can be expressed as
Matrix M, is defined as
where I ∈ R U ×U the identity matrix and M I ∈ R I ×I a transition probability matrix designed to capture relations between the items. In particular, given an item model with non-negative weights W we define this matrix using the following stochasticity adjustment strategy:
The first term divides all the elements by the maximum row-sum of W and the second enforces stochasticity by adding residuals to the diagonal, appropriately. The motivation behind this definition is to retain the information captured by the relative differences of the item-to-item relations in W, ensuring that
This prevents items that are loosely related to the rest of the itemspace to disproportionately influence the inter-item transitions and introduce noise to the model. An illustration of the RecWalk model is given in Fig 1. 
Choice of the core Item-model
The construction of matrix W itself can be approached in several ways depending on the available information, the characteristics of the underlying recommendation problem, the properties of matrix R, etc. The fact that random walk methods can achieve naturally itemspace coverage allows us to define this component in a way that promotes sparsity in the relations between the items, having also the advantage to be easy to compute. In particular, we propose the use of a locally restricted variant of the well-known SLIM method [41] that is forced to consider only fixed-size neighborhoods when learning relations between the items. Concretely, for any given item i we find the set of its C closest neighbors (in terms of cosine similarity between their vector representations) and we form a matrix N i ∈ R I ×C , by selecting the corresponding columns of the initial matrix R. We then solve for each item the optimization problem
and we fill the corresponding elements in the i-th column of matrix W.
The estimation of W can be performed column-wise, in parallel, and it can be implemented efficiently by exploiting the sparsity of N i , e.g., using coordinate descent. Note that the size of the per-column optimization problems is controlled by the choice of the numbers of neighbors to be considered (C), thereby, making estimation of W scalable to larger itemsets.
The complete procedure for building a RecWalk model is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 RecWalkModel
Input: Implicit feedback matrix R, parameters: α, γ 1 , γ 2 , C. Output: RecWalk transition probability matrix P. parfor i ∈ I do Find the C nearest neighbors of item i and form
Fill the corresponding elements in the i−th column of W. end parfor
Recommendation Strategies
Having defined the RecWalk transition probability matrix we can produce recommendations by exploiting the information captured in the successive landing probability distributions of a walk initialized in a user-specific way. Here, we will consider two recommendation strategies; namely RecWalk K-step : The recommendation score of user u for item i is defined to be the probability the random walker lands on node i after K steps, given that she started on node u. Therefore, the recommendation score for item i is given by the corresponding elements of
where e u ∈ R U +I is a vector that contains the element 1 on the position that corresponds to user u and zeros elsewhere. The computation of the recommendations is presented in Algorithm 2 and it entails Θ(K nnz(P)) operations, where nnz(P) is the number of nonzero elements in P. RecWalk PR : The recommendation score of user u for item i is defined to be the element that corresponds to item i in the limiting distribution of a random walk with restarts on P, with damping factor η and teleportation distribution e u :
This can be computed using the power method as in Algorithm 3. Producing recommendations for a user involves Θ((log ϵ/log η) nnz(P)) floating point operations for convergence up to a tolerance ϵ [30] .
THEORETICAL PROPERTIES
As we will show in this section, a key property of the RecWalk model is that for small values of parameter α the RecWalk chain is going to be nearly uncoupled into a large number of blocks, thereby allowing the random walk process dynamics towards equilibrium to disentangle into a slow-mixing and a fast-mixing component. This implies personalized landing probabilities even when the number of steps gets large.
Nearly Uncoupled Markov Chains
A nearly uncoupled Markov chain is a discrete time chain whose transition probability matrix is almost block diagonal [7, 52] . Formally, let Z ∈ R n×n be the transition probability matrix of an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain. Matrix Z can always be written as
where Z ⋆ is a block-diagonal matrix of order n, given by
and matrices Z ⋆ I I are irreducible stochastic matrices of order n(I ). Hence,
and because both Z and Z ⋆ are stochastic, the row-sums of C are zero. Matrix C and the non-negative real number ε are selected such that for all rows it holds
where we use [Z I J ] ml to denote the element at the intersection of the m-th row and l-th column of the Z I J submatrix of Z.
Parameter ε is referred to as the maximum degree of coupling between the blocks. When ε is sufficiently small, the Markov chain with transition probability matrix Z is called nearly uncoupled into L blocks [7] .
Mixing properties of RecWalk
When graph G is connected the discrete time Markov chain defined by P is ergodic (see Appendix A for a proof). Thus, as the number of steps K increases the landing probabilities of RecWalk will converge to a limiting distribution. It is well known (see e.g., [53] ) that the rate of convergence to this distribution depends on the modulus of the subdominant eigenvalue of the transition probability matrix of the walk. In particular, the asymptotic rate of convergence to the limiting distribution is the rate at which
Intuitively, the smaller |λ 2 (P)| is, the sooner the landing probability distributions will start yielding recommendation vectors that are "unpersonalized, " in the sense that they are similar for all users irrespectively of the items with which they have interacted.
The following theorem sheds more light to the spectral properties of matrix P.
Theorem 5.1. Let P be the RecWalk transition probability matrix with α ∈ (0, 1) defined over a connected user-item network G, and also let λ(P) be the set of the eigenvalues of P. Irrespectively of the item model used to define matrix M I it holds (a) 1 − 2α ∈ λ(P) (b) when α is small enough the Markov chain with transition probability matrix P will be nearly uncoupled into at least U + 1 blocks.
Proof. When G is connected, the stochastic matrix H is irreducible [26] . Moreover, since the graph is bipartite a simple random walk on G results in a periodic Markov chain with period d = 2. Therefore, from the Perron-Frobenius theorem [14] we get that
The so-called Perron eigenvalue λ 1 (H) is associated with the right eigenvector 1; whereas eigenvalue λ 2 (H) with a right eigenvector which we denote v. The special structure of H makes it easy to guess the form of the eigenvector v as well as to verify that it actually denotes an eigenvector of matrix M too. In particular, we have
It is easy to see that v is indeed an eigenvector of both matrices H and M. Specifically, we have
from which we get that (−1, v) is an eigenpair of matrix H; and
which implies that (1, v) is an eigenpair of matrix M. Now consider a non-singular matrix,
which contains in its first two columns the eigenvectors 1 and v. Also let
By definition it holds Q −1 Q = I, which can be usefully written as
Now, if we consider the similarity transformation of the RecWalk transition probability matrix, Q −1 PQ, also taking into consideration the relations (14), (15) and the identities (18), we have
Thus, matrix P is similar to a block upper triangular matrix, the eigenvalues of which are the eigenvalues of its diagonal blocks. From that, we directly establish that 1 − 2α is an eigenvalue of the RecWalk transition matrix P, and the first part of the theorem is proved.
To prove the second part it suffices to show that there exists a partition of the state space into blocks such that the maximum probability of leaving a block upon a single transition is upper-bounded by α [52] . In particular, consider the partition
By definition, in the RecWalk model the probability of leaving u is equal to α, for all u ∈ U. Concretely, Pr{jump from u ∈ U to any j u} = j u
Similarly, the probability of leaving block I upon a transition is
Therefore, the RecWalk chain can always be decomposed according to A such that the maximum degree of coupling between the involved blocks is exactly equal to α. Hence, choosing α to be sufficiently small ensures that the chain will be nearly uncoupled into (at least) U + 1 blocks. □ Theorem 5.1 asserts that the proposed random walk construction ensures the existence of an eigenvalue equal to 1 − 2α. This means that the modulus of the eigenvalue that determines the rate of convergence to the limiting distribution will be at least 1 − 2α. Hence, choosing α allows us to ensure that the RecWalk process will converge as slow as we need to increase the number of landing probability distributions that can still serve as personalized recommendation vectors in our model-irrespectively of the particular user-item network or the chosen item model upon which it is built.
Moreover note that the spectral "fingerprint" of nearly uncoupled Markov chains is the existence of a set of subdominant eigenvalues that are relatively close (but not equal) to 1 [7] . In our case, for small values of α these eigenvalues are expected to be clustered close to the value 1 − α (cf. (19) ). The number of these eigenvalues depicts the number of blocks of states into which the chain is nearly uncoupled. Therefore, subject to α being small the RecWalk chain will have at least U + 1 eigenvalues "clustered" near the value 1, and it can be shown (see e.g., [52] ) that matrix P can be expressed as
T + T slow + T fast (23) where π T is the stationary distribution of the walk, T slow is a slow transient component, and T fast is a fast transient component. As K gets large the fast transient term will diminish while the elements of the slow transient term will remain large enough to ensure that the recommendation vectors are not completely dominated by 1π T . Of course, as K gets larger and larger the relative influence of the first term will become stronger and stronger, up to the point where each user is assigned the exact same recommendation vector π T ; however, this outcome will be delayed by the existence of the slow transient term T slow . Note that in a simple random walk on W such time-scale dissociation of the stochastic dynamics of the walk is typically absent; and certainly it cannot be guaranteed in advance. On the contrary, the proposed random walk construction in RecWalk provides a clear mechanism to ensure such property, and as we will see in the experimental section of this paper this property alone can lead to significant improvements in top-n recommendation quality compared to what one would get by using the item model directly.
Coverage
It is often useful to be able to ensure that in principle all items can be recommended to the users. However, due to the sparsity of the user-item feedback matrix, such requirement is many times difficult to satisfy or comes at the expense of accuracy. Moreover, the opaque nature of many of the state-of-the-art approaches for top-n recommendation makes it impossible to guarantee such property in advance.
In case of RecWalk PR this requirement is easily guaranteed. Before we proceed to the proof of this property, we list the following useful Lemma from [32] .
Lemma 5.2 ([32]
). Let A be a primitive stochastic matrix and B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B n stochastic matrices;
where α > 0 and β 1 , . . . , β n ≥ 0 such that
is a primitive stochastic matrix. Proposition 5.3 (RecWalk PR Coverage Conditions). When G is connected the personalized recommendation vectors produced by RecWalk PR with α, η ∈ (0, 1) are guaranteed to provide full itemspace coverage for every user in the system, i.e., [π u ] j > 0, ∀j ∈ I, ∀u ∈ U. Proof. Notice that π u in case of RecWalk PR is defined as the limiting distribution of a Markov chain with transition probability matrix
Under our assumptions, the RecWalk chain is ergodic (see Proposition A.1 in Appendix) and hence, matrix P is a primitive stochastic matrix [29] . This makes stochastic matrix (24), a linear combination of a primitive and a rank-one stochastic matrix 1e T u ; thus, Lemma 5.2 applies, and we get that (24) is a primitive stochastic matrix as well.
Therefore, the recommendation vector π u produced by RecWalk PR will coincide with the unique dominant left eigenvector of the primitive stochastic matrix (24) (up to rescaling of its entries to sum to 1). However, from the Perron Frobenius Theorem, we know that every element of the dominant left eigenvector of primitive matrices will necessarily be strictly positive (see e.g., [29] ). Thus, when G is connected and α, η ∈ (0, 1), the recommendation vector π u produced by RecWalk PR is guaranteed to assign positive scores to every item in the system, i.e,
as needed; and the proof is complete. □ RecWalk K-step can guarantee item-space coverage too, provided that K is sufficiently large for the walk to discover the complete set of items. This is a direct consequence of the primitivity of P. Bounding the necessary number of steps K to ensure coverage would require analysis of relevant combinatorial invariants of the particular user-item network and item-model under consideration, and thus, goes beyond the scope of this work. In practice, we find that even modest values of K are enough to ensure such property for every dataset we experimented with. Importantly, we also find that for RecWalk item-space coverage does not come at the expense of accuracy, as it is the case for other item-based recommendation algorithms.
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
Datasets
Our qualitative evaluation is based on six real-world publicly available datasets; namely (i) the movielens dataset which contains the ratings of users for movies and it has been used extensively for the evaluation of top-n recommendation methods; (ii) the yahoo dataset which is a subset of the Yahoo!R2Music dataset (obtained from [34] ) containing the ratings of users for songs; (iii) the electronics dataset [15] which contains review scores of electronic products in amazon (we keep users that have rated at least 10 items, and items that have been rated by at least 20 users); (iv) the movies&tv dataset [15] which contains review scores of movies and tv shows in amazon (we keep users that have scores at least 15 items, and items that have been scored by at least 30 users), (vi) books datasets [15] , which contain review scores of books in amazon.com (we keep users that have provided review scores for at least 15 books, and books that have been scored by at least 30 users); and (vi) the pinterest dataset (obtained from [18] ) which captures the interactions of users regarding images where each interaction denotes whether the user has "pinned" the image to her own board. Basic statistics about the datasets can be found in Table 1 . Furthermore, to assess the scalability of our method we make use of several larger datasets from the collection [15] . Their characteristics can be found in Appendix C.
Evaluation Methodology and Metrics
To evaluate the top-n recommendation performance, we adopted the widely used leave-one-out evaluation protocol [18, 25, 35, 41, 46] . In particular, for each user we randomly select one item she liked and we create a test set T . The rest of the dataset is used for training the models. For model selection we repeat the same procedure on the training data and we create a validation set V; and for each method considered we explore the hyperparameter space to find the model that yields the best performance in recommending the items in V, and then we evaluate its out-of-sample performance based on the held-out items in T . For the evaluation we consider for each user her corresponding test item alongside 999 randomly sampled unseen items and we rank the 1000 item lists based on the recommendation scores produced by each method. During training of all competing methods we consider only binary feedback.
The evaluation of the top-n recommendation performance is based on three widely used rankingbased metrics; namely the hit ratio (HR@n), the average reciprocal hit rank (ARHR@n), and the truncated normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@n) over the set of users (for a detailed definition we refer the reader to e.g., [27, 35] ). For each user, all metrics compare the predicted rank of the held-out item with the ideal recommendation vector which ranks the held-out item first among the items in each user's test-set list. For all competing methods we get the predicted rank by sorting the recommendation scores that correspond to the items included in each user's test-set list. While HR@n gives a perfect score if the held-out item is ranked within the first n, ARHR@n and NDCG@n use a monotonically increasing discount to emphasize the importance of the actual position of the held-out item in the top-n recommendation list.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Effect of Parameter α
The theoretical analysis of our method suggests that parameter α controls the convergence properties of the RecWalk process and it can be chosen to enable a time-scale dissociation of the stochastic dynamics towards equilibrium that ensures a larger number of personalized landing distributions. Here we verify experimentally 2 the predicted properties and we evaluate their effect on the recommendation quality of the K-step landing probabilities.
We build the item model W that yields the best performance on the validation set and we use it to create matrix M I as in (8) . We then build the RecWalk model, we run it for different values of α ranging from 0.005 to 0.5, and we report: (i) the performance in terms of average NDCG@n (for n = 10) across all users for values of steps K up to 30 ( Fig.2-A) ; (ii) the spectra of the corresponding transition probability matrices P (Fig.2-B) ; (iii) the peak performance per parameter α along with the step for which it was achieved (Fig.2-C) ; and (iv) the performance of RecWalk with respect to using the base model W directly (Fig.2-D) .
We find that as the value of α gets smaller the top-n recommendation quality increases and stabilizes for α < 0.01. Similarly the number of steps that yield the best performance increase (see Fig.2-C) . The spectrum of the corresponding transition probability matrices reflects the theoretically predicted properties of the model. Indeed for very small values of α we observe that the subdominant eigenvalues cluster near the value 1, thus forming the slowly varying component of matrix P, which ensures that the successive landing probabilities of the random walk are influenced by the initial state for longer. Furthermore, we find that the proposed methodology entails a significant increase in performance with respect to what one would get by using the proposed base item-model directly. In particular the recommendation performance of the K-step landing probabilities of RecWalk 2 We report results on the movielens dataset; similar patterns arise on the other datasets as well. overpasses the performance of the base model (see Fig.2-D) for a wide range of steps up to a maximum increase of 39.09% for K = 18 steps. Our results suggest that the mixing properties of the RecWalk chain are indeed intertwined with the top-n recommendation quality and can lead to a significant boost in performance. This justifies the intuition that motivated the particular design of the walk.
RecWalk as a Framework
In the definition of the inter-item transition probability matrix we proposed a particular strategy for constructing matrix W that was designed to promote locality on the direct item-to-item transitions while being easy to compute. Instead of this particular matrix W one could use any model that captures inter-item relations. But does our approach offer any benefit with respect to performing simple random walks on the corresponding item-model or to simply using the item model directly?
Here we explore this question by empirically evaluating two commonly used item models. Namely:
(1) a cosine similarity model W cos defined such that its ij-th element is given by r T i r j /(∥r i ∥ ∥r j ∥); (2) a SLIM model which learns a matrix W slim by solving an ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 regularized optimization problem (see [41] for details). We consider the respective base models alongside six approaches based on random walks; namely (i) SRW, which recommends using the K-step distribution of a simple random walk on W with transition probability matrix S initialized with ϕ T u as in (2); (ii) PR, which produces recommendations based on S as in (3) We run all models on the movielens dataset and in Table 2 we report their performance on the NDCG@n metric. We see that RecWalk K-step and RecWalk PR were able to boost the performance of both item models (up to +16.52% for COS and +16.82% for SLIM) with the performance difference between the two variants being insignificant. Applying simple random walks (SRW) or random walks with restarts (PR) directly to the row-normalized version of the item graph does not perform well (+2.84% in case of COS and -7% in case of SLIM). In particular in the case of SRW we observed a rapid decay in performance (after the first step for SLIM and after the first few steps for COS); similarly in case of PR the best performance was obtained for very small values of p-enforcing essentially the K-step landing probabilities after the first few steps to contribute negligibly to the production of the recommendation scores (cf. (3)). Using RecWalk's inter-item transition probability matrix alone, on the other hand, performed very well especially when we use the SLIM model as a base.
To gain more insight into the observed differences in performance of the walks on the item graphs, we also plot the spectra of the transition probability matrices M I , alongside the spectra of the respective matrices S (Fig. 3) . We see that in case of S the magnitude of the eigenvalues cause the walks to mix very quickly. In case of matrix M I on the other hand, the eigenvalues decay more gracefully and on the SLIM graph in particular, there appears to be a large number of eigenvalues near 1, which delay the convergence of the landing probabilities distributions towards equilibrium. This effect is not as pronounced in case of COS which is reflected in the small increase in performance in case of RecWalk[M I ] K-step .
Again our experiments reveal a clear connection between the mixing properties of the walks and their potential in achieving good recommendation quality. Note also that the stochasticity adjustment strategy proposed in (8) seems to promote slow mixing in itself. However, using M I alone cannot in general guarantee this property irrespectively of the underlying item model whereas using the complete RecWalk model can give absolute control over convergence (as Theorem 5.1 predicted). Fig. 3 . The figure plots the spectra of the transition probability matrices S (gold line) and M I (maroon line) defined using the corresponding item models.
Performance against Competing Approaches
We evaluate the top-n recommendation accuracy of RecWalk K-step and RecWalk PR against eight competing approaches; namely i. the well-known PureSVD method [8] , which produces recommendations based on the truncated SVD of R; ii. the well-known item-based method SLIM [41] which builds a sparse item model by solving an ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 -regularized optimization problem; iii. the random-walk approach RP3b [5] , which recommends based on a short-length walk on the user-item graph after rescaling the landing probabilities to compensate for the bias towards popular items; iv. the EigenRec method [35] , which builds a factored item model based on a scaled cosine similarity matrix; v-vi. Mult-VAE and Mult-DAE [27] which extend variational and denoising autoencoders to collaborative filtering using a multinomial likelihood and were shown to achieve state-of-theart recommendation quality, outperforming several other deep-network-based approaches; vii. APR [16] , which extends the popular pairwise ranking method BPR [46] by incorporating adversarial training; viii. NAIS [17] , which generalizes the well-known FISM [21] recommendation algorithm employing an attention mechanism;
7.3.1 Results. Table 3 reports the top-n recommendation performance of the competing approaches. The performance was measured in terms of HR@n, ARHR@n and NDCG@n, focusing on the n = 10. Model selection was performed for each dataset and metric following the procedure detailed in Section 6.2 and considering for each method the hyperparameters reported on Table 3 . From the deep network methods, NAIS, Mult-VAE, Mult-DAE manage to perform very well, with the latter two showing more consistent performance across datasets. At the same time Mult-VAE, Mult-DAE where significantly more efficient to compute than NAIS (50x-200x faster training time per epoch). SLIM, does remarkably well in all cases, managing to reach and surpass the performance of deep nets in most datasets (except Mult-VAE and Mult-DAE in pinterest). From the simple latent factor models EigenRec performed well in several cases, while also being very efficient and scalable. RP3b did remarkably well in movies&tv, books, and especially electronics, where it was found to perform better than every method except RecWalk K-step ; its performance in movielens, yahoo and pinterest, however, was not competitive to the neural nets and EigenRec. [16] , considering the hyperparametric setting discussed therein; NAIS: We used the implementation provided by [17] , considering the parametric ranges discussed in the paper, namely α, k ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64}, β = 0.5 and regularization parameters λ ∈ {10 −6 , . . . , 1}.
We see that both variants of RecWalk perform very well on every metric and for all datasets. The results indicate the potential of the proposed methodology in achieving high quality top-n recommendations.
Importantly, the best performing RecWalk K-step models also managed to ensure excellent itemspace coverage. This is in contrast to SLIM, where coverage and accuracy do not necessarily go hand-in-hand (a comparison of the coverage properties of RecWalk K-step and SLIM can be found in Appendix B). Table 4 reports the wall-clock timings for training RecWalk. Runtimes are averaged over all base item models built during cross-validation. We see that training RecWalk is performed very efficiently, in all considered cases (further runtimes on larger datasets can be found in Appendix C).
Runtimes
RELATED WORK
Neighborhood-based methods [40] and in particular item-based models [9, 41] are among the most popular and effective approaches to tackle the top-n recommendation task. A notable such example is SLIM [41] which generalizes the traditional item-based CF approaches [48] to learn a sparse linear item-to-item model. SLIM has been shown repeatedly to yield state-of-the-art top-n recommendation accuracy, and has inspired the proposal of several new methods in recent years [42, 51, 61] . Despite their success, however, item-based models are known to be negatively impacted by sparsity which can lead to decay in recommendation performance and poor itemspace coverage. Latent Space methods [8, 20, 25, 35, 55] are particularly well-suited to alleviate such problems. Generally speaking, the methods of this family work by projecting the elements of the recommender database into a denser subspace that captures their most salient features, giving them the ability to relate previously unrelated elements, and thus making them less vulnerable to sparsity [35] . Another family of approaches that are able to address issues related to sparsity and poor itemspace coverage are Graph-Based methods [5, 6, 12, 24] . The innate characteristic that makes the methods of this family suited for alleviating such problems is that they allow elements that are not directly connected, to "influence" each other by propagating information along the edges of the underlying user-item bipartite network [33, 40] . The transitive relations captured in such a way, can be then exploited to estimate measures of proximity between the corresponding nodes [5, 6] or compute similarity scores between them [12] , which can be used afterwards to recommend items accordingly. Graph-based recommendation methods relying on random walks have also been deployed in several large-scale industrial settings with considerable success [10, 13] . RecWalk combines item-models with random walks, and therefore lies at the intersection of neighborhood-and graph-based methods; the inter-item transition component captures the neighborhoods of the items which are then incorporated in a random walk framework to produce recommendations.
Propelled partly by the success of deep learning in areas like speech recognition, computer vision and natural language processing, recently, there has been a growing body of work applying neural networks to collaborative filtering; thereby extending traditional recommendation algorithms to account for non-linearities as well as to exploit neural-network related heuristics like attention mechanisms and adversarial training. Along these lines, a large number of methods have been proposed which extend latent space methods [18, 27, 56] , learning-to-rank methods [16] , factored item similarity methods [17, 57] . Besides targeting the pure top-n recommendation task deep nets have also been applied in sequential and session-based recommendation settings [19, 23, 54] , as well as in the proposal of hybrid recommendation models in which the core collaborative filtering component is augmented with available meta-information about the users or the items (for a recent survey of related techniques the reader can see [60] ). Despite their promising performance, many neural-network based methods suffer computational and scalability issues; especially when deeper architectures are being deployed. In large scale settings this can reduce the frequency by which the underlying recommendation model can be updated and thus limit their applicability in rapidly evolving real world recommendation settings. Notable exceptions to this, include the work by Liang et al. [27] that proposes variational autoencoders to generalize linear latent-factor models showing very promising recommendation accuracy while also being computationally efficient.
The construction of RecWalk is inspired by the properties of nearly uncoupled Markov chains. The analysis of nearly uncoupled systems-also referred to as nearly decomposable systems-has been pioneered by Simon [50] , who reported on state aggregation in linear models of economic systems. However, the universality of Simon's ideas has permitted the theory to be used with significant success in the analysis of complex systems arising in social sciences and economics [2, 45, 47] , evolutionary biology [49] , cognitive science [28] , administrative sciences and management [58, 59] , etc. The introduction of these ideas in the fields of computer science and engineering can be traced back to Courtois [7] who applied Simon's theory in the performance analysis of computer systems. More recently, near decomposability has been recognized as a property of the Web [22] and it has inspired the development of algorithms for faster computation of PageRank [4, 62] (building on a large body of related research in the field of numerical linear algebra; see e.g., [52, 53] ) as well as the development of new network centrality measures [11, 31, 37] . In the field of recommender systems the notion of decomposability has inspired the development of methods for incorporating meta-information about the items [33, 38, 39] with the blocks chosen to highlight known structural/organizational properties of the underlying itemspace. Here, on the contrary, we exploit decomposability in the "time-domain" with the blocks defined to separate the short-term from the long-term temporal dynamics of the walk in order to effect the desired mixing properties that can lead to improved recommendation performance.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Combining random walks with item models has the potential of exploiting better the information encoded in the item-to-item relations-leading to improved itemspace coverage and increased top-n recommendation accuracy. To gain such benefits, however, one needs to define judiciously the transition probabilities of the walks in order to counterbalance their tendency to rapidly concentrate towards the central nodes of the graph. To this end we introduced RecWalk; a novel random walk framework for top-n recommendations that can provably provide control over convergence allowing the walk to harvest more effectively the rich network of interactions encoded within the item model on top of which it is built. Our experiments reveal that the mixing properties of the walks are indeed intertwined with top-n recommendation performance. A very interesting direction we are currently pursuing involves the exploration of methods for statistical learning in the space of landing probabilities [3] produced by RecWalk. Here we proposed two simple recommendation strategies to exploit these landing probabilities that were able to provide high top-n recommendation accuracy, outperforming several state-of-the-art competing approaches. Our findings showcase the value of combining item-models with graph-based techniques.
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A ERGODICITY OF THE RECWALK CHAIN
Proposition A.1 (Ergodicity of RecWalk). When G is connected and α ∈ (0, 1), the Markov chain with transition probability matrix P is ergodic.
Proof. It suffices to show that the resulting RecWalk chain will necessarily be irreducible and its states aperiodic and non-null recurrent [14] .
Proof of Irreducibility: The state space, S, of every Markov chain can be partitioned uniquely as S = T ∪ C 1 ∪ C 2 · · · where C i are irreducible closed sets of recurrent states, and T is the set transient states [14] . Therefore, to prove irreducibility it suffices to show that the transient set T is empty, and that there exists a single irreducible communicating class C containing all states. Let i be a recurrent state and let C be the set that contains it 3 . We will prove that starting from i, we can visit every other state of the RecWalk chain-and therefore, every state belongs to C. Since by assumption α ∈ (0, 1) and graph G is connected, the random walk can always follow the transitions between the states contained in the stochastic matrix H. Notice that by definition this matrix can be seen as the transition matrix of a simple random walk on the undirected graph G. Thus, when α ∈ (0, 1) the connectivity of G is enough to ensure that state i can communicate with every other state in the chain. Therefore, as needed, all states belong to C and the transient set T is empty. Proof of Aperiodicity: The period of a state is defined as the greatest common divisor of the number of steps at which a return to said state is possible [14] . Moreover, all states within the same communicating class have the same period [14] . Therefore, due to the irreducibility of the RecWalk chain, to prove aperiodicity it suffices to show that there exists an integer m and a state i, upon leaving which, there are positive probability random walk trajectories to return to it in m steps, and also in m + 1 steps. In case of RecWalk this can be seen easily. Let w ≜ i → · · · → s → · · · → i be a positive probability trajectory from i to i, that passes through some state s that corresponds to a node u ∈ U (notice that when G is connected and α ∈ (0, 1) it is always possible to find such a trajectory), and let m be its length. We construct a new trajectory w ′ that coincides with w except for the fact that upon leaving state s it follows a self-loop, thus returning to s, and then continues exactly like w. Notice that w ′ is also a valid positive probability trajectory from i to i abiding by the transition probability matrix P and it has length m + 1. Therefore, it is possible to return to i in m and in m + 1 steps, which means that i and-consequently its communicating class C-is aperiodic as needed.
Finally, due to the finiteness of the RecWalk chain, we immediately get that every recurrent state is necessarily positive-recurrent [14] . Therefore, the chain is ergodic and the proof is complete. □ Table 5 reports the percentage of users for who the recommendation vectors of each method support at least 50%, and at least 90% of the itemspace. For each method we report the coverage of the best performing model in terms of NDCG@10, from Table 3 . Note that while in case of RecWalk PR coverage is guaranteed for any η ∈ (0, 1), for RecWalk K-step coverage is controlled by the selected number of steps K. Our results indicate that the K that leads to better recommendation accuracy also does an excellent job covering the itemspace in all datasets. In case of SLIM, on the contrary, we see that coverage and recommendation accuracy do not necessarily accord.
B COVERAGE
C ADDITIONAL RUNTIMES FOR LARGER DATASETS
To further assess the computational efficiency of training RecWalk in settings where the number of items in the system is large, we train RecWalk on seven larger snapshots of the Amazon dataset [15] and we report the resulting runtimes in Table 6 . Our results indicate that RecWalk can be trained efficiently even for large itemspaces.
